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QUANTUM LOGICS 

PREFACE 

Althou怒放 the authors have great interest in physics and philosophy we 
are not 磊辑xperts' in these fields; moreover our primary interest何时 train
ing) is in mathematics. For these reasons our presentation is essentially 
mathematical in nature. We realize that, when one presents an approach 
which purports to deal with physical situations, physical justifications 
嚣hould be given for one's assumptions. If further 由is approach has philo幡
sophical ramitìcations then one ought to discuss these ramifications. In 
this paper we shall attempt to motivate the assumptions made; however, 
we shall minimize discussion of the philosophical import of these assump
tl008. 

Our main aim is to present some mathematical tools ne饵ssary for the 
study ofaxiomatic quantum mechanics, in particular the quantum logic 
approach. We feel that the 1刻就hematical tools, techniques and theorems 
must be first understood before physical and p远远osophi锦1 discussions 
about the subject can tak.e place. It is our opinion that 出eq运antum logic 
approach can give on缸. ifno刷略带油， deeper insight into the understand确
ingofqua刽tum phenomena. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are many advantages ofaxiomatic formulations for physical 也.eo

ries. Fir梢。f all, by stating 0时's axioms carefully one is ful1y aware ofthe 
assumptions made in the theory and it i事 clear what hypotheses must be 
physically justitìed. These hypoth销路 may then be tested in the laboratory 
as a check of the thωry. Of course, a physical 出ωry can never be proved 
to be correct; the conclusions from the 白eory can only be compared with 
ex严rimental results to test whether it is an approximate description of 
some small isolat时 portion of ‘ reality'. If也e theo叩 fails to compare 
favorably with the experimental results it must be abandoned as a theoret
ical description for that portion of reality. Otherwise it may be retained 
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until a better theory is discovered. Secondly，础 axiomatic approach gíves 
a common ‘ universe of discourse' in which id拙s may be discus能d and 
conjectures formulated. Many of the great controversies in physics s切m
to result from diffìculties in semantics. For example, it is our feeling that 
the controversy over hidden variables in quantum mechanics is caused to 
a ωrtain extent by a failure in laying out the ‘ground rul侃'for the game. 
Many arguments seem to result from the fact that the debators have dif
ferent underlying physical formulations in mind and it Îs never clearly 
stat咄咄树t1y what assumptions on在 is making. If at the beginning a com
mon universe of discourse in terms of an axiomatic formulation were es
tablished these types of problems might vanish. Thirdly, if one operates 
under a consistent axiomatic model for a physical theory one is assured 
也就 no mathematical contradictions will be encoun始red. For example, 
the diffìculties in quantum electrodynamics stemming from the occurrence 
of divergi母nces and infinities might be avoided if a consistent axiomatic 
model were constructed. lndeed this Îs one of the reasons for the introdu心
tion ofaxiomatic quantum field theo叩 byWightman and his ω啊。rkers.

There are several axiomatic approach锵 to t加 foundations of quantum 
mechanics available in the physical and mathematical literature. One of 
these is the quantum logíc approach initiated by Birkhoff and von Neu
mann in 1936 [4].τhis study has been continued by Mackey [54, 55], and 
Varadarajan [80], and has been re呈ned and altered by Jauch, Piron [38, 39, 
40, 45, 46, 64] and others 口， 5， 14, 18，捕， 30， 31 ， 32，钮，划，绍，邸， 65， 67，
68,69,76, 78, 79, 82, 84]. Another is the algebraic approach first conceived 
by Jordan et al. [4ηin 1934, devel。如d further by Segal [71 ,72] and others 
[50, 73, 74] culminating in the elegant theories of Haag [37], Wightman 
[77], and their co-workers. Anoth桔r formulatíon has been proposed by 
Ludwíg and his collaborators [51 , 52] and has been recently refined by 
Mielnik [59， ω]， Davies and Lewi叫泣， 12] 础d others [1 5, 16, 36]. These 
models present differe割 approaches to what app母ars to be essentially 也e

same underlying 也eory. ln fact there have been studies made comparing 
these different approaches [27, 35, 63]. Now it may seem, at first sight, to 
be wasteful and redundant to proliferate the literature with different ap峭

proaches to the same subject. However, it has turned out that each 
approach adds new insi 
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Of course, most working physicists do not use and are probably 母ven

unaware of the above formu1ations. The majoríty of physicists rely upon 
the von Neumann [81] and/or Dirac [13] formu1ations of quantum me
ch槌ics and in so doing have achieved many extraordinary su∞部串串s. We 
havenoqua口el with these researchers. We only contend that a knowledge 
ofsomeof出e basic mathematical tools involved in a consistent 拟iomatic

model grounded upon physically justified assumptions may prove both 
useful and rewarding. 

One of the aims of the present paper is to present one of 出ese models, 
namely the quantum logic approach, in some detail. τhis approach has 
evolved in several slight1y different directions. One of these directions we 
attribute t。如fackey and another to JauchωPiron. We single out these re唰
searches on1y for expediency and, although they have had profound in~ 
:ftuence on the subject, it must be realized that many 0出ers have made 
equally important contributions. 
到aving treated these two n风jor approaches to quantum logic in some 

detail we discus岳 several attempts to define a conditional, Q ::J b, in quan
tum logic. The impact of our discussion is that there has been no su∞es~ 

ful attempt to define a conditional, a ::J b, which is an element ofthe logic 
and behaves in a fashion similar to that of classicallogic. 

We ωncIude with a discussion of combinatorial quantum logic. Ortho
gonality spaces are introduced in order to present a model which distin~ 
guishes between the two possible orderings induced by states. Other appli
cations of this promising approach are given. 

11. OBSERVA旅LES， STATES AND QUESTIONS [55] 

A1though, as we have stated in the introduction, there are several a.xio
matic formulations for the foundations of quantum mechanics, theyall 
seem to involve in some degree the three basic, primitive notions of ob
servable, state, and quωtion. In the laboratory, the experimental physicist 
makes different m创surements. He measures physical observables which 
have traditional names such as energy, momentum, position, spin, charge, 
magnetic moment, etc. He makes these measurements by subjecting a 
physical system to a measuring apparatus. and he isω兔饵rned with the 
outcomes of thes牵 interactions when the sys始m is in some specified state 
or condìtion. 
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Let us suppose tOOt we have some缸ed physical system which may exist 
ina町 oneofacoll部tion ofstates S= {s, s川2' ...} and that in this system 
one may measure t加 observables @端位， y， ζ...}. Now the re创tofm饵"
suring an observable x can usually be form时ated 拙 a number; e.g., the 
spin of白e particle was + 2, the energy of the electron was 3 erg. Of cours器，
inprac生ice， one repeats the experiment many times (keepi吨 the state as 
fi.xed 削 possible) and obtains only a statistìcal distribution for the values 
of x. Thu8, give也 an observable x and a state s， 也e experimentalist ob
tai部 a probabi1ity distributio践 p衍， s)('). By t挝s we mean that given any 
set E of real num.bers (mathematicians u辜ually only consider Borel sets 
but we will notωncern ourselves wit报 such technicalitiω now)p和• s)(码

is a number between 0 and 1 repr辅enting 也e probability that the obser
vable x OOs a va1ue 跑出.e se生 Ewhen the system is in the state s. If we de
note the 创t of all probability distributions by M we may now formulate 
our first axiom. 
A泪OM 1. There is a map p:@xS 叶 M denoted by p怡，心(守. (Of 

course ðJ x S denotes 也e set of all ordered pairs 杠， s) where xe ðJ and 
seS.) 

If two observables OOve the same probabi1ity distribution in every state 
then there is no experimentaI way to distinguish them so 出ey must be the 
same observable. Similarly if two states give the same probability distri
butions for all ob盹罚ables they must be equal. We are thus led to our next 
axlom. 

AxIOM 2. If p(x, s) (E)=p(y, s) (E) for all seS and all sets E of real 
numbers then x = y. If p衍， S1) (E)=p位， S2) (E) for all xe ðJ and al1 sets E 
ofreal numbers thens1 =S2' 

If we can measure an observable x then it is just as easy 始 measurethe

observable x2
; simply take the measured valu部 of x and square them. 

Now the probability that x2 has a value À is the same as the probability 
that x has the values 念.JÀ., and more gene时ly the probability tOOt x2 

has a value in a set E of real numbers is the probabilíty that x has a value 
in the set土.JE={À.:À.2 eE}.In 生he same way, iffis a real valued function 
and x is an observable thenf(x) is an observable and the probability that 
f(x) has a value in the set E is 出e probability 出at x has a value in the set 
f- 1阴阳{λ机À.)eE}. Usually mathematiciansωnsider only Borel fun。
tions but again we omit the technicalìty. We are now ready for our next 
axlO仅1.
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AXIO泌 3. If ;旺。 and f is a real valued function then there is a ye (9 

such thatp衍， s) (E)=p(x, s) (f -1(E))foreveryseSandeverysetofreal 
numbers 瓦

It follows from Axiom 2 that the observable y in Axiom 3 is unique. 
We denote this observable by y = f(x). 
Nowther程 is a particular type of observable which is extremely simple. 

These are the observables wi由 only twopo混ible values, say 0 and L We 
call such observables ‘questions'. For 拙ample， a counter is a question 
since it gives a measurement with only two possible outcomes: unactiva
ted (or 0) and activated (or 1). We thus defìne a question to be any obser
vable x that satisfìes p(x, s) 巾， 1})= 1 for all seS; that is, x has thevalue 
o or 1 with certainty inξvery state. It is e踊y to show that xe (9 is a qu臼tion

if and only if x2 笃笃 x. There is another convenient way to describe ques
tions. If E s;;; R (R denotes the realline) then the characteri3tic function 

1I if leE. 
xJl) = ~ 

10ífl~丘
Now it is easy to show that xe (f) is a quest怡然 if and only if x出xJy)for
some E s;;; R, ye (f). ln particular if xe (f) then we can associate wi出 each

Es;;; R a questíon xJ功. This question has the value 1 if x has a value in E 
and the value 0 if x has a value not in E. Notice if XE(功=xJy) for all 
Es;;; R也en

p(x, 3) (E) = p(x, 3) (xi 1 {1}) = P(XE(X), 3) ({1}) 

= P(XE(y)， 3) ({1}) 昭 p(y， s) (E) 

for all seS, E s;;; R and hence x=y. We thus see 也at not only can we asso
ciate with any observable x a collection of questions {xJx):E s;;; R} but 
that 也is associated collection of questions determines x. 
Denote 也e set of questions by Q. We have seen that the system (纭， S) 

∞ntains all the information given in 仰， S). Since questions are far simpler 
than general observables it appears th剖 we can make a more fundamental 
study by consideri吨位， S) instead of 侈， S). Let us now try to discover 
som嚣。f the mathematical properties of the system (Q, S). If aeQ and 
3e S we define s(吟 =p(a， s) ({1}). Now 3(吟 may be interpreted as the pro
bability that a has the value 1 (or a has the answer 'y邸') in the state s. 
No仰 if 嚷， ßeQands(啡=3份 for al13e S then by Axiom 2, IX = ß. It also 
follows from Axiom 2 也atifs1(呻 =32('吟 for all ae Q then 31 =32 so there 
aresu伍ciently many questions to determine 也e state. If 吨， a2eQ we de-
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fine al 碍这句 ifs如1) 唱~s(a2) for all seS. Thus 必1 ~ a2 if oc 1 has a smaller pro幡
bability of having an answer ‘yes' than oc2 in every state. lt is easy to check 
that ~ is a partial order relation on Q; that is a 司~o: forall oceQ, oc~三 p and 
p ~ ')1 implies a理句， α 唱~pandp~a implies oc=p. Thus (Q , 在运) is a partially 
ordered set or poset. Let Ibe the functionj1θ)据 i …À.. lf oc e Q we define the 
observable a' by 饵'踹l(，时. Notic牵

p(α'， s) ({O, 1}) = p(，α， s)(/- 1 {O, 1})= p(怨， s)({O， 1}) = 1 

for every se S soα'εQ. Also 

s(毯') = p(a', s)({l}) 制 p轨， s) (I-l{l})=p衍， s) ({O}) 
出 1 呵 p(仪， s)({l}) = 1 …s(oc) . 

Thus a' corresponds to the negation of the question 0:. lf 10 and 11 are the 
functions that are identically zero and one respectively and xe fJ we de
fine the observables 0 and 1 by O=/o(功 and l=j二位) respectively. Notice 

p怡， s)(抖， 1}) 泪 p(x， s) (10-
1 {O, 1}) 捕 p怡， s)(R) = 1. 

Hence OeQ and also 

s(O) = p(O. s)({l}) = p(x, s) (10-
1 {1}) = p(x, s)(φ)=0 

for all seS. Similarly leQ and s(I)耶 1 for all seS. Hence 0 ~ oc~ 1 for 
all aeQ. We may interpret 0 and 1 as the questions whose answers are al
ways ‘ no'and ‘y邸， respectively. ln the poset (Q， 鸣。 we say that ')1 is the 
least upper bound of 貌， peQ if a, p ~ ')1 and whenever oc, p ~运 ð we have 
yζð. The least upper bound need not exist, but when it does it is unique. 
We denote the least upper bound (or sup) of a and p by oc v P w挝n it 
exis抵 We define 也e great附 lower bound (or inf) of oc and p dually and 
denote it by a ̂  p when it exists. The following lemma is easily proved. 

LEMMA 2.1. The operation 但叶 a' is an orthoωmplementation on Q. 
That is，旷=a for all aeQ, if 够运 p then p' 运组" and 0: v a' always exists 
and equals 1. 

Thus (，窍，运， ') is an orthocoTl飞plemented poset. T剖s section has served 
only as an introduction to t恼 physical and mat扳回latical notions involved 
in an axiomatic approach to quantum mechanics. The theory has not been 
carried out far enough to give a mathematical model for a physical sys
tem. ln the next section we will start anew on a slightly different tack and 
present a more detailed and complete model. The framework that we 
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have developed in the present section can be extend号d further [55] to ob
tain a model equivalent to that of the next section. HOWi程ver it is more 
common and possibly more iostructive to begin wi出 the questions as the 
axiomation elements as is done in the su∞eeding section. 

111. THE BIRKHOFF-VON NEUMANN-MACK忘Y APPROACH [80] 

In the last section we formulated an axiomatic theory based on the obser
vables and states of a physical system. We then derived the notion of ques唰
tions which turned out to be more elementary than the observables. For 
this reason we now formulate an axiomatic model in which the questions 

are the sole primitive axiomatic elements. We then derive the concepts of 
states and obωrvables in terms of these primitive elements. 

Let Q黯抖，p品…} be t加 set of questions for a quantum system. A 
question may be interpreted as corresponding to a m牵制urement or exper
iment leading to two alt牵rnativ在s which we call ‘yes' and ‘ no'. The above 
measurement or experiment consists of a procedure to be carried out with 
the physical system under consideration, and a rule for interpreting the 
possible results in terms of 'yes' and 气10'. It is weII-known that there ar弩
measurements in qu削tum mechanics that interfere with each other such 
拙 posítion and momentum measurements. Suppose αand p are non
interfering questions (i.e. performing the experiment 统 does not chan伊
the answers of p and vice-versa). If whenever the answer toαis ‘ye矿 it

follows that the answer to p is 'y邸， we write 议在~ p. Notice the relation 
~ has no apparent connection with the order relation in Section 11. We 
cannot u民 that order relation here sincεour only axiomatic elements are 
questions and we want to derive the states from these. The relation 在g

should satisfy: 
(Ql) IX 乓彷， foraIl IXEQ;

(Q2) ifIX ~ p， 卢~ IX then IX = P ; 
(Q3) if IX 唱~ p, p 唱~ y then IX ~ y; 
(Q4) there are questions 0, 1 such that 0 司~ IX ~ 1 for alIIXEQ. 
Thus Q is a poset with universal bounds 0,1. A fundamental problem is 

whether Q is a la/t;ce, i.e. does αv pand α ^p ex斗st for all lX, peQ? For 
example if IX ^ P 在xists it would (in t刘s setting) be interpre始das the ques幡
tion whose answer is 'yes' if and only if IX and p both have the ansWi母r ‘yes'.

If IX and p are interfering questions it is, to some researchers, doubtful 
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that an experim牵ntal apparatus can be constructed corresponding to such 
a que晤。n except under sp信cial conditions. For this reason we do not 
as阳戳在 Q is a lattice. In Figure 1 we di吨ram an example of a poset which 
is not a lattice. In reading such diagrams, a rising line from a: to ß means 
aζ卢 and ther牵 is no ð 笋α， ß such that a 唱r. ð <.ß. 

β 

α 

c 
FiS.l 

6 

y 

Given ae Q we define a' 邸 the question whose alternatives are reversed; 
that is, we consider a' to have a 'yes' answer if and only if the result of a 旭
、。'. It is clear that 出e following conditions are satisfi创:

(Q5) 矿盟a for all aeQ; 
(Q6) if a<.ß then ß' <.a'; 
(Q7)αva' exists and equals 1 for all αeQ. 
切lUS (Q, 喝足. ') forms an orthocomplemented poset. If a 唱。， we 路ya

and ß are orthogonal are write aJ.. ß. Notiωα主ß if and only if ßJ..a. We 
may interpretα牛ß to mean thatαand ß are non-interferi吨 and that ß has 
a ‘no' result if a: has a 'yes' result. In this case it is regarded as physically 
resonable to assume that a v ß e对sts. We extend 也is conclusion, mainly 
for mathematical convenience, to a countable number of questions. 

(Q8) If 向 is a sequence of mutually orthogonal questions then Val 
exis俗. i.e. Q is 0'悔。汉hocomplete.
Wenowmake出is into a statistical theory by introducing states. A state 

should ∞mpletely describe the system 邸 far 描 is physically possible. 
Experimentally the mos生 we can determine about the questions of a phy协
cal system is the probabilities of getting 'yes' (and henc号 also 、。') results. 
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Thus given a question (x, the state shouId determine the probabi1ity that 
αhas a 'yes' resuIt. We therefore defioe a state s as a probability m锦sure

on Q; 也就始• s is a map from Q to the unit ioterva1 [0,11 c: R such that 
(S1) s仰= 1; (S2) s(V (XJ= :Es((Xj) 证 a丛句， i 笋:j=I. 2，....

A set of states S on Q is fuIl if s(吟唱..s (ft) for a1l seS implies (X ::;.ß. One 
can give eXaI叩les of systems sati均叫 (Ql)-(俏丽chhavenos附sat

all [22]. Physiωlly， one wouId ex严ct to have enough states to capture the 
ordering on 由e qu部tions. We there如re postuIate: 

(Q9) There is a full set of states S on Q. 
If (Q，冉跑出釜创 (Ql)-(Q9) 附铺11 it a quantum logic. An orth侃侃

plemented poset is ca11ed ao orthomodular poset if (x::;' ß impli邮(X v (ft Mx.') 
exists and 叫ua1s ß. The next lemma has a strai拉tforward pr∞t 
L卧刷A 3.1. If (Q, S) is a quantum logic then Q is an orthomod阳

po捕t.

Now there are quantum logics which are not lattices. Let 0= {1. 2, 3, 4, 
S, 6} and let Q be the collection of subs础。f 0 with an even number of 
elements. Order Q by inclusioo and 椒， be the usual setωmplementation. , 1 if ieA 
For AeQ, i踹 1 ， .吁 6 define sj(A) 踹{Then Sm{st:i皿 1 ， .... 6} jV1)-~Oifi幸A'

is a full set of states and (Q. S) is a quantum logic. HoweVi毒r Q is not a 
latti创 since， for example. {I, 2, 3, 4} ^位， 3， 4， S} do舍s not exist. 

We say that two questions (x. ß ar在 compatible (前就ten (X C ß) if there are 
mutua11y orthogona1 questions 饨. ßb y such that (X=叫 vy， ß=ßl vy. We 
sha1l see that compatibJe questions are ones that can be aoswered simuI唰
taneously; that is, questions which do not interfere. In fact. the words 
ωmpatible. simuItaneously answerable. and non.interfering are frl吨uendy

used synony窒lOusly. Notice if (Xl.ß then (XCß and OC悦. 1 C (X for 必1 (XeQ. 
Physica1ly, our interpretation of α运ß demands 也atαCß if (X ~ß. This 
need not happen if there is no full s牵t of states which is another reason we 
insist upon (Q玛.

LEMMA 3.2. If (Q, S) is a quantum logic 出en a.Cß whenever (X ~ß. 

Dynamica1 variables are very important io classica1 physics and 出，eyare
equa11y important in quantum mechani，部. In classiω1 mechanics dynami
ca1 variables are defì.ned as functio部 on ph嗣e sp部e. Sin臼 we have 00 

ph描e space in our present setti吨. we must define th岳m differendy. To 
distin阴sh these ot脚ts from 白白ir classic必 ωunte.早art (our de缸ition

will actua11y be a genera1ization of dynamica1 variabl牵s) we shall 
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call them ‘observables气 An observable should be an 0战ject associated 
with our physical system which can be measured. That is, it determin告sa
set of real numbers, the values of出e observable. On the other hand, given 
any set of real numbers E an observable x 原ves us thequestion: ‘Doesx 
have a value in E?' Now it would be cumbersõme mathematically to 
consider all subsets of R. For 也is reason mathematicians usually consider 
a class of subsets of R which is at the same time large enough to contain all 
the physically important subsets of R and yet small enough to make the 
theoryman嗨eable. Now open intervals are certainly important subsets of 
R (theωintervals correspond to inexact results of measurements such as 
‘the res时t is between 2.03 and 2.05 degrees centigrade') and we would 
surely like 协 be able to take set complements and countable unions of sets 
and sti11 remain within our class of subsets. The class of Borel subsets B(R) 
of R is defined to be the smallestωIlection of subsets of R that con饵insthe

open intervals and that is closed under set仰mplementation and countable 
unions [38, 48]. It is 牵制yto 晤。w that open sets and closed se俗 are Borel 
seωand that B(R) is clos时 under countable intersections. Now if x is an 
obs优vable and EeB(局 we have the corresponding question x(码:‘Dωs
x have a value in the set E?飞 We thus defin悲 an observable x as a map 
from B(R) to Q that satisfies the following physically plausible conditions: 

((91) x(R) = 1 ; 

((92) if E r. F = 舍， then x(岛上 x(刑;

((93) x( U Ei) 础 V x(E,) if Ej r. Ej = 0 , i 乔 j = 1, 2, .... 

It follows that x估)=0 and denoting the complement of EeB(R) by E' 
we have x币')需x(均气 To give an 础ample of an observable, let rxj be a 
sequence of mu阳ally disjoint questions such t总统 Vα，= 1 and let Åj be a 
sequence of distinct real numbers. Defining the m叩 x by x(E)= 
V{rxJ: ÅJe剖， EεB(码， it is easily checked that x is an observable. 
τwo observables x , y are compatible (written xCy) if x(E)Cy(F) for 

every E, FeB(R). We shall show later that obse凹ables which are compa
tible may be thought of physically as being observables which are simul. 
taneously measurable. It can also be shown that a collection ofωmpatible 
observables may be identified with a collection of dynamical variables. 

The reader should notice th创 we have constructed a generalized proba
bility theory. Inst锦d of being a Booleanσ-algebra of subsets of a s砾， our

http:s(a)=LfA,(lp"P,.lp
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events (questions) which are more general, form a logic with less structure 
than a Boolean O"-algebra. Th，窑 probability measures are replaωd by states 
and the random variables by observ协les. Noti四 if x is an observable and 
s a state then the probability that x has a value in EeB(R) is s[x(E刀，
Thus s[x(E)] corresponds to p(x, s) (E) in Section 11. Before proceeding 
further, let us consider two examples of quantum logics. 

Example 1. Let Q be a phas牵 space and let B(Q) be the Borel subsets of Q 
(defined in a similar way as B(R) above). B(Q) may be thought of as the 
set of mechanical events. Now B(Q) satisfies (QI)-(Q8). A state is now a 
probability measure on B(码 and from the existence of measures concen
trated at points we see that B(Q) 总as a full set of states a路线 is thus aqua盼
tum logic. If x is an observable it follows from a theorem of Sikorski啕
Varadarajan {80] that 白ere exists a (measurable) functionf:Q• Rsuch 
that x(苟且/→(却 for every EeB(R). Thus observables are just inverses 
of dynamical variables. We thus 则由at the quantum logic generalizes 
classical mechanics and also the conventional Kolmogorov formulation 
of probability thωry [48]. It is e邸ily checked that all events (questions) 
and observables are com归tible in this example. 

Example 2. Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space and let P 
be the ∞lIection of all clos创 subspaces of H. Ordering P by inclusion and 
defining the complement of a subspace as its 0民hocomplement it is easily 
seen that P satisfie窑 (Ql)-(Q8). If a.eP we denote 也 ωique orthogonal 
projection onαby凡. NowifφεHandllφ11=1 出en themap a.→〈机 P，.φ〉

is a state. If a. $.P choose a unit vec始Zφo inαwhich is not in p. Then 
〈φ。，凡如〉出 1 and <胁， PIJφ0) 养 1 soPhasafl时1 set of states and is thus 
aq端ntum logic. It is an interesting and important fact 出at every state is 
a ∞nvex combination of states of the above form. Indeed, Gleason [21] 
has shown that any state s on P has the form sω相汇了ι〈钙，凡的)，
乌杀。， LÅ.I= 1 ， 的 is an 0恼。-normal set of unit vectors. Identifying 
closed subspaces with their orthogonal pr，创ectiOI格， an observable may be 
thought of as a projectio卧valued m锦sure. Since, using 也es严ctral the伽

rem [38], there is a one-one con咽pondenc在 between proj如tion峭valued

measures and self-adjoint opera阳rs， we may identify observables with 
self.钳制~oint operator窑. It is s衍缸ghtforward to show that 仪， peP are com
patible if and only if 凡 and PIJ ∞mmu比It follows that two observables 
are compatible if and only iftheyωmmute. Of course, the prese时 example

gives the usual frame 

http:s(a)=LfA,(lp"P,.lp
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部e that the qu栩栩m logic is a generalization of ωnventional quantum 
mecharucs. 

Let us now return to general quantum logics. If x is an observable we 
calI{叫曰:EeB(R)} the range of x. 
L酬MA 3.3 [80]. Two questions 1%, p are compatible if and only if they 

are in the range of a single observable. 
This last lemma just油es the fact thatωmpatible questions are physi

锦lly non-interfering questions since to measure two compatible questions 
we need measure on1y a si吨le observable. 

A function f: R• R is said to be a Borel function if f - 1 (玛eB(R)for
every EeB(R). Again we consider Borel functions instead of arbitrary 
functions for mathematical mana.醉ability. It can be shown that the Borel 
functions form the smallest class of functions which contains the ωntin
uous functions and which is c10sed under poi肘wise convergence. Now if x 
is an observable and u a Borel function on R then there is an operational 
si伊ificance for u(功. That is, if x has the value À.eR then u(x) has the 
value u(均. This is equivalent to saying 也at the question ‘Does u(x) have 
a value in EeB(R)?' is 也e same as the question ‘Does x have a value in 
u- 1 (日?二 Motivated by t趾s we define u(x) 辅 u(冲〈均=x(u-气功1) for a1l 
EeB(R). It is 盹然ly checked 也at u(x) is an observable and that u(x)Cx. 
THE。这就M 3.4 [80]. Two ob串ervables x, y are compatible if and on1y if 

there is an observable z and Borel functions u, v such that x且 u(z) and 
y=v(z). 

This last theorem shows that, physi创lly， compatible observables are 
measurements that can be performed simu1taneous1y (i.e., non幡捡terfering)
since to measure compatible observ拍les one n饵d on1y measure a single 
observable. 
Onecanωntinue 也必 approach to a considerable extent and introdu臼

such notions as time evolution, spectral 由ω叩， symmetry, superposition 
principle, superselection ru1es, scattering theory，础.d manyoth创[18，刀，

30, 31 , 32， 40，舵， 45]. 菇。wever we refer the reader, interested in further 
study, to the literature and hope也atwehaveωnveyed some of the 童avor
of this subject. 

IV. THE JAUCH币I这ONAPP浪OACH [42, 65] 

In the last 阳tion we gave an approach to quantum logics and in this 
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制tion we present a sli庐t1y different approach. Each appr侃ch OOs its 
advantagi剖 and disadvantages. One of the advantages of the pr恼ent ap
proach is that it gives a much richer (and hence more spec说c) ma也ψ

matical structure than that of Section III. For exωnple one is able to de
rive 宿e existence of sups and infs in a reasonable physical manner and thus 
show由atin 也is阳se Q is a lattice. A disadvantage of this approach is tOOt 
the probabilistic interpretation seems to disappear (although it can be 
part1y recovered later under ce汉ain conditions); this is at the same time an 
advantage since states can be defined wîthout recourse to probabilistic 
statements and therefore no difficultíes arise attributing a sta份 to an indi
vidual system. 

In this approach the questions Q揣怡， p, }',...} are a伊in taken 础 the
primi创ve axiomatic elements where the questions are interpreted exact1y 
thesam带描 in Section III. If aeQ the ques纭。n旷 is the question obtained 
by interchanging the altematives of a. We have changed notation because 
we want to use' for something else later. If {aå is a co11ection of questions 
(not n部essarily countable) we denoted byηai (a'p if there are two) th窑
question defined in the following manner: Measure an arbitrary one of the 
钧、 and attribut告 toπ a， the answer thus obtain创. Clearly (natl耐 =na，-.
There exists a trivial question 1 which consists in doing anything (or 
nothingl) and stating that th带 answer is 'yes\ Let 0"篇 l 气

D西INlTIO!崎. When the physical system is prep咏red in such a way 
that the result of a measurement of a is certain to be ‘yes' then a is true. 
If whenev岳r the physical system is prepared so that a is true we haveβ 
true also then we wri旬 a 喝t p. 

This last relation expresses a physicallaw. This order relation is weaker 
than the order given in Section III and in fact 由is is the essential di在erence
between the two formulations. We shall see that this dîfference enables one 
to develop a much richer structure. Clearly IX 运 IX for all ae Q and a 延 p，

p E;; }' impliesα 运}'. We define an equiv战nce relation a - p ifα E;; P and 
p E;; IX. A proposition îs 削吨uivalence class of questions. We denote the 
叫uiv必en佣 class containing IX by a={peQ:p-a}. We saya is true if any 
(and hence a11) 驯服tions in a are true. 

At this point we see that the probabilistic interpretation of propositions 
is lost. For example let a and p be questions.Define the question }' in the 
following way: Flip a fair coin; if the ωin comes up heads measure a, if 
the coin comes up taiJ器 measure p. Define the questionδas follows: Fli 
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a weighted coin in which the probability of heads is 1 and the probability 
of tails is 告;江 the coin comes up heads measure a, if the coin comes up 
tails measure 卢. Now the two questions ì' and ð are equivalent since the 
only way 'y or ð can be true is if a and ß are both true. Suppose we had a 
notion of the probability À. that a has a ‘yes' answer and the probabi1ity 
μthat 卢 hasa ‘yes' answer. Then the probability that 'Y has a 'yes' answer 
would be 1-λ+1-μwhile the probability ð has a 'yes' answer would be iλ+ 
去μwhich is, in general, different from 1-λ+如1. Thus there would be no 
unique way to associate a probability to the proposition containing ì' 

andð. 
Let L be the set of propositions defined for a given physical system. If 

a, beL define a ζ b if a 运卢 for all aea， 卢 eb. It is easy to see that if aj 
is a collection of propositions then ^ aô = {卢:卢~π句， aôea;} and that Vaj 
= ^{xeL:x 注 aj for all i}. We thus see that L is a complete lattice. It is 
clear that ‘a^b true'非‘a true' and ‘b true' so ^ plays the same role as 
‘and' in ordinary logic. This formulation overcomes the difficulties one 
has in the formulation of Section 111 where one gives the interpretation to 
a ^ b as the question which has answer 'yes' when a and b have a ‘yes' 
answer in which case a and b must be measured simultaneously. In this 
formulation a and b are not measured simultaneously but one at a time. 

For the sup in this formu1ation, however, we only have ‘a true' or 
‘b true'=旷a v b true'. In fact we have the following lemma. 
LE1w刷A 4.1 [63]. If ‘a v b true'<o>(‘a true' 町、 true') for every a, beL 

then L is distributive; i.e. , a ̂  (b v c)=(a ̂  b) v (a ^ c) for a1l a, b, ceL. 
The implication 'a v b true' =旷a true' or ‘b true' is an essential distinc

tion between classical and quantum theory. This implication holds in clas
sical theory but in general not in quantum mechanics. Thus in classical 
也ωry L is distributive and it can then be shown [3] that L is isomorphic 
to the set of su bsets of some phase space. 

Example. The linear polarization of photons. The experiment consists 
of placing a polarizer in a beam of linearly polarized photons. By dis
patching photons one by one, this experiment leads to an alternative: 
Either the photon passes through or is absorbed. We define the question 
a", by specifying the orientation of the polarizer ( the angle φ) and inter
preting the passage of a photon as a ‘yes'. By experiment one can show 
that in order to obtain a photon prepared so that a", is ‘true' it is sufficient 
to consider photons which have passed a first polarizer 0 
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angle φ. Also experiments show that it is impossible to prep缸e photons 
capable of traversing with complete certainty a polarizer oriented at angle 
φas well as another oriented at angle φ' ::1:φ(modπ) i.e. oc"'oc,,, -O. The 
corresponding lattice of propositions is given in Figure 2. 

. . . a" 

O 
Fig.2 

One cannot define a question which is ‘ true' if and only if 马 is true or 
atp' is true' since a photon which is absorbed does not get也rough由.epol町·

izer so a s臼ond experiment cannot be performed. Noti臼 in 由is ca蹈

、tp vatp' is true' 挎 •a" is true or atp' is true'. The latti∞ is not distributive 
and therefore corresponds to a quantum system. 
Wesay 也at b is a compatible complement of a if it is a complement of a 

(i.e., a^b=O, avb=l) and 江 there is a question ocea such that oc- eb. 
For example in the polarization experiment a"h/2 and a" are compatible 
complements but no other 马， is a compatible complement for a". 

Note. Every proposition has at least one compatible complement. This 
can be seen as follows. If aeL, let ocea and let b be the equivalence class 
containing oc气 Then b is a compatible complement of a. 

AxIOM P. If a ~ b and a', b' are compatible complements of a, b res
pectively, then the sub-lattice generated by 怡， b, a', b'} is distributive. 

We canjustify Axiom P as follows. If a ~ b then a and b are non-inter
fering so they may be considered part of a classical subsystem and we have 
seen 也at classica1 systems are distributive. 

Suppose 吨， a2 are both compatible complements of a. Then since a ~ a 
by Axiom P, a， 的， a2 are in a distributive sub-lattice. But in a distributive 
lattice complements are unique so 的 =a2• Hence compatible complements 
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are unique. We denote the compatible ωmplement of a by a'. It follows 
from Axiom P that a"=a, a ~ b implies b' ~.a' and a 唱~ b implies b皿G

v (b ^ a'). Thus L is a complete orthomodular lattice or C议OC. We say 
that two propositions a, b are compatible 江 the sub-lattice 伊nerated by 
怡， b, a', b'} is distributive. This defìnition is equivalent 抽出.e defì.nition 
ofωmpatibility given in 8ection 111. 

A JP.state of L is a 汹汹et S c. L satisfying : 
(8 1) Otþ S; 
(82 ) if aeS肌da ~ xthenxεS; 
但3) ifa,eSthenAa,eS; 
(84) SÎsm硝imal， i.e., if a subset of L satisfies (S1)' 。在). (S3) and 

contai汲s S, it equals S. 
A Jp.stat然∞rresponds physically to the set of propo础ions that are true 

for some preparation of 也e system. 8ince a preparation determines and 
Îs determined by the set ofpropositions 由at are true for that preparation, 
a JP-state may be thought of as a preparation of the system. 

Let S be a JP-state and letp= A{a:aeS}. Then by (川， peS. By (82) , 
S={aeL:p 忍 α}. Now p is an atom (i.e. 0 运 Pl 运 p implies P1 = P or 0). 
Indeed, if there 似isωo ~ P1 运 p andp1刑， p then {aeL:P1 忍。} satis
fies (81), (82) , (83) and properIy contains S which contradicts (S4)' Thus 
every JP.state defì.nes an atom and every atom defines a JP.state. 

By definition if a proposition is different from 0, then it must be true 
for some preparation. We have thereforejusti益.ed the next以iom.

AxIOM A1. L is atomic (i.e. if a:#O there is an atom P ~ a). 
Axiom A1 is equivalent to the axiom: Every proposition is contained i然

a JP-state. 
Our last axiom is the f ol1owing: 
AxIOM A 2• If aeL and P is an atom of L such也atp 辛 a' then (p va丁

^ a IS an atom. 
这锦旗ly 哨位ing，由e justification for A 2 is that if p is the JP，嗡tate of 

the system and if an ‘ideal mea墨urement of the 直rst kind' of a is made 
凹， 65] with t抽 res础ing answer ‘yes' 也.en the smallest proposition that 
is 'true' after the measurement is (p v a') ̂  a. Hen臼 the resulting J肌state

shou1d ~rrespond to (p v 0') ̂  a so this proposition must be an atom. A 
similar interpretation for this axiom may be found in [67, 68]. 

Axiom A ;z is called the semimodular or covering law. A complete lattice 
satisfying Axioms P, Al' and A:þ i.e., a ∞mplete. atomic, semimodular. 
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orthomodular lattice is 储11ed a propositional system. A propositional sys翩
tem L is irreducible if 宿.e on1yelem锦ts of L compatible with 码lot如z

elemen衍。fLareO制d 1.

THOO黯M 4.2. Any proposítional system is isomorphic to a dir部t

product of irreducible propositional systems. 
One of the great achievements of this the。可 is the following. 
在即!R础 4.3 (Piron) [64]. Every 的时ucible propositional system of 

dimension ~ 4 is i阳morphic to the lattice of all closed subspaces of a 
Hilbert space over a division ri吨 with involution. 

We thus see that a propositional system 回V制 a structure which is very 
close to the conventional quantum mechanical formalism in terms of a 
complex H挂bert spaω. This theory can then be considered 副 a ‘deriva幡

tion' of the Hilbert space 出at mysteriously occupi臼 such an important 
p1ace in conventional quantum mechanics. Of cour跑腿 important prob
lem îs to give more physical information so that 也e division ring is deter
mined (hopefully to be the complex numbers). One result along these lines 
has been obtained by Gudder 础dPir佣 [34]. It states that if L admits 础
observable that is maximal in a ce必ain s在狱se then the division ring 溢础t

contain the reals 捕 a subfi.eld. 廷xamplesofm部imal observables are 也e

position, momentum，制dI栩如etic moment obse罚abl锺 in conventional 
quantum mec.汩ni低If fu民运衍生:h在 division ring is a 怠nite extεnsion of R 
it follows from a 也eorem of Frobeni服 [66] that it must be the reals. com
plexes, or quaternions. 

It follows fromτ'h在orem 4.3 that a propositional system L with dim 
L 法 4 has a full set ofstates 9'.对though， as we have pointed out earlier, 
也硝e states cannot be defined in terms of questions. In 也is way (L, !I') 
b部omes a quantum logic which enjoys a still richer structure. 

In summary. we define an abstract quantum logic (.2', !I') to be a (1-

or也ocomplete orthomodular poset .2' toge由.er with a full set of states 9'. 
This structure seems to be the underlying framework for (almost) all 
quantum logical studies. In particular the models presented in Sections 111 
and IV contain abstract quantum logics in which the axiomatic elements 
are given specific physical interpretations. 

V. HIDDEN VARIABLE n王军ORIES

As was mentioned in the introduction, one of the adv姐.tag部 gained by 
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an 制iomatic formulation is that it presents a common universe of d恕"
course in which to study deep qu拙tum mechani侃i ∞a∞pts. We aJSO 
sta铃dinS鹤说on 111 that many of the important con∞pts of quantum me-
chanics can be formu1ated 树立趾n the quantum logic framework. Since we 
do not have the s阴阳 to consider all these con∞pts， we shall attempt to 
illustrat带 the utility of the quantum logic approach by consideríng one 
conωpt which is not only important to 伽is conference but has played a 
recurrent role throughout the history of the development of q uantu掘出。
ory. This is theωncept of hidden variables. 

One of the problems in hidden variable discussioDS is 出at they have oc
curred in different frameworks simultaneously and therefore investi醉如rs

inma町础ses havebeen writi吨位nd talking) about different subjects but 
have call侃出em 也.e same thing. Also it is very common that what one 
researcherωlls hidden variablωis entirely different from what another 
calls them so it is not surprising that some investigators are able to prove 
出ey do not exist while others prove they do. We would like to consider 
two hidden variable proofs in the quantum logic framework, one a proof 
出at they do not exist and one a proof that they do. 

Jauch and 到ron's interpretation of hidden variables is 也削 if hidden 
variables exist then there would be states for which every prop
osition is either tr槌 or false; 也就始， any que低ion wou1d have t加 a拙

wer ‘y郁'with 佣:rtainty or the answer 'no' wi也 certainty. They call such 
JP创础s dispersion计阻 Thus， in their 叩'proach to quantum 10以cs， if an 
ato四 p corre叩onds to a dispersion-fr捕 state we must have p 忍 a or 
p ~ a' for every proposition aeL. lt follows 由at p is compatible with 
every proposition. Jauch-Piron go even further than this. Precisely，出ey
say that a propositional system L admits hidden variables if every JP瓢stat需
is dispersion-free [叫. Thus if L admits hidden variables then each atom 
is compatible with every atom. 1t follo树立始就 each proposition is 仰mpa

tible with ev的 proposition (in p附icular L is distributive) and hence 
there 挝e no interfering experiments and L is a classical propositional 
sys始m.τhis Îs a contradiction sinωthere are noncompatible proposi
tions for quantum mechanical systems. These con臼pts can also be phra翩
sed in the BVM (Birkhoff-von Neumann-Mackey) framework for quantum 
logic in which case we say a state is di.币。'sion-free 江 its values are just 0 
and 1, and a similar proof goes through. 

We now consider another interpretation of hid 
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the BVM quantum logic con衍xt. We feel that the main difficu1ties in hid
den variables discussions is that the investigators giving impossibi1ity 
proofs [29, 44, 46, 49, 61 , 81 , 84] are not referring to the same thing as the 
hidden variable proponents. They are proving something Îs impossible 
but these things are not what hidden variable r部earchers such as Einstein 
间，如hm andBub [6, 7, 8，饨，础d others [2] are referring to when they 
speak of hidden variables. We wiU give a general definition in the BVM 
quantum logic context of what v附 f础i 脑 HV 位idde延 variabl础) theory is 
豁出scribed by HV proponents and prove that such a 出eory is always 
possibl悲 andi嚣. in fact. unique in a侃rtain sense. 

We first give an English-language version of what we feel the HV re
searchers mean by an HV由eory.

The stat带 8 of a quantum IJ回hani锦lsys锐m isnotω，mplete in tt眼部ose that anoth在r
variableωωn be adjoined to 8 SO 也8t the pair (s， ω1) completely 侃侃口撼泊磁饺leSys阳窍，
τ'hatis， aknowledg串 o((s， 时 eoabl，邸 one t 0 predict pre<泊elythe∞部阳到眶。f捕y single 
m锦栩栩黯ent. Fur也破more. a怠 aver在ge of (8，时 over the vall嗣 of (J} IÏve黯辈挝凶:ua1
quant就msta饭8.

We now attempt 始 translate the above version of an HV thωry into a 
mathematical-language version on a quantum logic (Q, S). First a singJe 
measurement corresponds to a Boolean sub σ-algebra of Q. This is be
cause in a single measurement there is no possibility of interference so the 
measurement corresponds to a distributive subsystem. To say that the re
sults of a measurement (corresponding to a Boolean sub u-algebra B c. Q) 
are completely determined means th础。ne has a dispersion-free state So 

defined on B (not on Q). We denote the set of dispersion酣frl脆 states on B 
by S.. Recall that in probability 磁带ory a probability 再pace is a triple 
(Q. F. p.) where Q Îs the set of elementary ou岱omes. F is the Boolean 萨
algebra of ev窜犯俗， and μis a probability measure on F. 
D卧‘lNIτIONS. A quantum logic 倍，的 admits an HV theory if there 

is a probability space (Q， 瓦时 with the following property: For any maxi
mal Boolean subσ-algebra B c. Q there Îs a map HB from S x Q onto S. 
such that (i)ω呻 H.(s. ω)(啡 is measurable for every seS, aeB; 向 Jn H•
(s， ω)机)dp.(ω}拙 s(ω) for every seS， 部eB. Denote the set of m础挝1a1 Boo
lean sub 小algebras of Q by f!4. W唱 cal1 ((Q. F. 吟• {HB:Be.!l}) an HV 
theory for (Q. S). An HV theory 恨，且件• {HB: Bef!4}) Îs minimal if 
H.(s. ω1)础H杀人 ω2) for every seS. Be f!4 impli黯 ω1=ω2'
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The definition merely says 由at foreach ‘completed' s饱饭。， ω) there is 
a dispersion~free stat怠 H. (s. ω) for any sÎngle measurement B and (i), (ü) 
say 也at the average of th髓e dispersion-free states over ωgive back the 
quantum state 3. We consider only maximal Boolean sub σ-algebras so 
that the 出eory do臼 not b邮ome too cumbersome. This is really only a 
t部hni叫lity since any Boolean sub a-algebra is contained in a maximal 
one. The probability Sp郁。 (O， F， μ) may be thougbt of as the Spaωof挝d

den variables. If an HV tbωry is mi创mal， there exists a Ininimal number 
ofhidde法 variablω … just enougb to give aU the dispersion-free states. We 
now state our main theorem [26]. 

THEoRBM 5.1. Any quantum logic (Q , S) admits a minimal HV 
theo可(仰， F， 坤，问:Beat'}). Furthermore，仰， F, 玲， {H.:Beat'}) is the 
unique minimal HV th拍即抽出.e sense that if ((0' , F二约， {H.':Beat'}) 
is another HV出eo巧， there exists a measurable mapτfrom 0' into 0 such 
that H.(s， τω')(iα)= 8，章'俗， ω') (oc) for all Beat'， ω'eO二 seS， αeB， 
μ'。叶(A))= Jl(l) for all λeFand 江 ((0'， F'• μ')， {H.':Beat'}) is minimal 
thenτis 0阪e.one.

VI. THE CONDITIONAL 

Webegin 也is 捕ction with a brief sket础。，f the treatment of the condition
al in classical logic. Let B be a Boolean algebra and 'ð a (latti叫 filter

(i.e., (1) a, be l￥ implies a ̂  be 'ð; (11) ae霄， xeBwith x ~ a implies xe 'ð) 
in B. We regard B as a logic an拔弩筒 the set of tcue propositions of B. 
For any two propositions a, b in B the conditional a~b (read ‘a Împlies 
b') is the proposition a' u b. Tbus a~b is true in case a'ube 'ð. By ‘divid. 
ing out' 在远缸ter 'ð (or 也e dual filter of all false propositions) we obtain 
another Boolean algebra CalI怠d the reduced algebra, B1 = BI'ð. Let the 
elements of B1 be denoted by ã where aeB. Formally ã={beB I bv c= 
a v c for some ceB with c' e 音}. It turns out tbat the following statements 

are equivalent: (1) a~be窍， (2) a'vb=I, (3) ã 唱~ b. Thus in a Boolean 
algebra the statement ‘a~b is true' may 加 translated into the statement 
vζ 品

More than anything else the fact which a1lows us to regard the Boolean 
a1gebra B as a logic is the existen例。f a valid inference scheme (modus 
ponens): 1f ae 'ð and a~be 'ð 位en be 'ð. The argument runs as follows: 
ae窍， a'ube 'ð so a ̂ 伊'ub)e 'ð by (号; but since B is a Boolean algebra 

http:c'e'i1}.1t
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{勺 α^ (a' υ b) 坦 α 八 beíï;

moreover a ̂  b ~ b so that be íï by (11). 
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俨) is the key to the above computations. The equation given in 俨) is 
叫uivalent to sayi法g thataCb. 

The question of whether there exists in quantum logic a conditio怨al
which is a logical proposition allowing a valid inference scheme has re
ceived some attention. So far the results are on牵制sided: If. forevery a, be!l' 

there is a proposition a::::>b behaving enough like the conditional ofcl嗣
siωllogic then !l'沁 classical (a BooIean algebra). Here are four examples: 

(1) Fay [19] h龄 proved the following: If a relation R is defined 0怠础
。rthomodular lattice L by 徊• b)eR if and only if a' v b= 1, then R is 
transitive if and only if L is a Boolean algebra. 

(2) Skolem [75] defines an 阳IjJlicative lattice to be a lattic怠 L with the 
property that for every a, b in L there exists an element a::::> b in L such that 

〈句 a ^ (a::::> b) 喝~b

制d

(ii) if a ^ c ~ b th牵nc~(a::::>b).

He then prov1辑出at any implicative la创ωis distributive. 
(3) Working in an orthomodular lattice L , Cat1in [10) defines a relation 

Ion L by (a, b)eI if there e到邸础 element a::::> b satisfying (i) and (ii) 
above. (lfsuch an element exists it is unique; in fact, a::::>b=d vb.)Catlin 
proves (for example) th抵制，的el and (b二 a'如Ibo由 hold if and only if 
aCband 伊'v b)Cx for all xeL. Thus (again) if a' v b behaves 辅 the ∞n

ditional for every a, b in L. then L is a Boolean algebra. 
(4) Luk幽iewicz [53] has develo捋d a (classical) system in which a pro

position P is a邸ign时 a truth value [P)e R satisfying 0 运 [P) ~ 1. He 
defines the truth va1ues of the conditionalP• Q and negation P asfollows: 

fl íf[叮忍 [QJ
[P 叶 Q] 嚣{tl … [P] + [Q] if [Q] < [P] 

and 

[PJ 踹 1 … [PJ.

[P]嚣 1 Îs interpreted 踏 'p is true飞Intermediate valu悦。f [P) stand for 
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various degrees of certainty. Note that 

。 [P] = 1 and [P 呻 Q] = 1 implies 也]=1

and 

。i) [P 呻 Q] = 1 and [Q 叶 R] = 1 implies [P 叶坷四1.

Jauch and Piron [43] considered an ad叩tationof出einfinite唰valued logic 
as developed by l.ukasiewicz [53]. They argued as fo l1ows. Reichenbach 
[70] has proposed that the 

elemen协ry propositions about quantum mecban阳lsys始ms shou1d admit thr秘忧uth
values: True. fal捕'.and undet仅mined. In v比woft加 fact， however，也att汩 stateofa
sy富temattrì协副 to锁chye曝倍。侃"总ment a probability functioo p(a) with 0 ~p(a)噶O.
it seems more 拙tw:al， OJ:阳 ooe has 拥随时抽yood the ordinary double-valued logic. 
to coDSÍ也r'q础ntum-Iogic' 革san烛lìnite-valued logic. 

The various degrees of certainty shou1d depend on the state of the physi臼i
system. Thus 出ey sought the existen部 in a quantum logic (L, .9') of a 
conditional p• q for each pair p , q in L. It must satisfy,jor each mι伊，

J1 if m(p) 运 m(q)
(勺 m(p 呻 q) = { 11- m(p) + m(q) 江 m(q) < m(p)" 

Theyshowed 也at in a standard quantum logic there exist p and q that ad
mit no conditional. 

Greechie and Gudder [24] 侨nerali血d this result to an arbitrary quan
tum logic. In fact, they did more. An outline of the technical results is 
given below. 

Let (L, .9') be an abstract quantum logic and assume that 9' is closed 
under the formation of midpoints, i.e. 

mhm;Z e ‘扩 implies 如叫÷去m;z e 9' . 

CaII a pair 如，的εL x L conditional if there exists ceL such that for all 
mε9' 

(**) m(c) = min {1. m怡')十 m(b)} . 

If c exists it is unique, write C=Q-咱 b. (Note that 俨) and 俨勺 are， in fact, 
the same condition.) Call 亿， .9') conditional if a呻b 阴阳 for all pairs 
巾，的. Then 饵. .9') is conditional if and on妙 if L需柿.1}. Moreover，汪
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.9' is strongly order determining, then a叶 b exists if and only if a ~ b or 
b~a. 

From a different point of view, Piron has ar制ed that a ∞nditional 
a ::l b does not exist becau衍 'no experimental arrangement is pøssible 
which measures the proposition a ::l b飞

Thus the indications are 也at the conditional in quantum logic must be 
treated as a relation, perhaps nothing more than the relation ~. In this 
饵se the required valid inference scheme would be: a is true and a 运 b，

therefore b is true. Here ‘a is tru缸， is apparently interpreted as ae苦
where lj is the filter of all propositions true in some (fixed) state. 

E. L. Marsden has made 础 interesting observation (oral communica. 
tion) on implication in a quantum logic. His approach has 由e advantage 
(or disadvantage?) ofignoring the states, i.e. ofwor主ing completely with
in 出e orthomodular poset. 

Let P be an orthomodular poset, S a subset of P with 1 e S. Modifyi吨 a

notion of cl础icallogic (cf. A. Church, Mathematical Logic, Princeton 
University Press, 1956) Mar叫en defines an element deP to be a theorem 
based on S, written S• d, in case there exist 肉，...， a,.eP such that 马=d
and, for all i，毒ither a,e S or there exist j , k < i with {旬，句， a .. J a commut
ing set and a J = a' k v a,. He also defines a C.filter in P to be a non-empty 
subset 弩 ofPsuch 白at (1) if xe窜 andx 运 y thenye窍， and (2) if x , ye寄
and xCy then x ^yeí予

Let S denote the C冶lter generat串d by S.τheorem: deS if and only if 
好ιτhe diffiωlty with this is that S is not a稽。cia始d wi出 any congr怯

en臼 rel时ion on P. Thus S cannot be used to form a reduced logic. 

VII. COMBINATORIAL QUANTUM LOGIC 

In this section we discuss some aspects of the combinatorial approach to 
quantum logic. 

We restrict our considerations to finite structures. Let (P， 延， ') be a 
a邸te orthomodular poset and A the set of atoms in P. Make A into a 
graph by defining, for a, beA， αJ.b to mean that a :E; b' in P. For M s;; A, 
let M J. ={xeA I xJ.m for all meM} and MJ.J. =(MJ.)J.. Let ，fL/盟 {DJ.J. I D 
is an orthogonal subs悦。f A}. Then 仰，民、 is isomorphic to (P， 乱').
Thus we may recapture 伊，泵， ') from the orthogonality graph 例，J.). We 
now pass to 白e orthogonality 有pace(A， 的 by defining 18 to be the set of all 
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m础imal orthogonal sets in 料，斗，出at is, the set of maximal complete 
8ubgraphs (or cliques) of 出苦 graph μ，土). It is 牵制Y to s锦 that (A ， 的

determines the gr叩hμ. ..L); thus we can recapture 伊，乱 ')from (A， 的
The main reason for p邮sing from the poset tò the associated orthogonal
ity sp邸e is psychological: The diagramatic representation for (A， 的 is

most perspìcuous. 
Weillus生rate this process for the well-known orthomodular latti饵 D1番，

the Hasse diagram ofwhich is give貌 in Figure 3. 

O 
Fig. 3 

HereA 皿 {α， b, c, ...，剖，也e orthogonality graph (A , ..L) Îs given in Figure 
4, and the orthogonality space (A， 的总 given in Figure S where each line 
represents a clique Ee8. 

Note that the cliques ofthe orthogon必ity spaceωrrespond to 出emaxi

mal Bool阳 subalgebras of the poset, for ex棚.ple {c, d, e} of Figure S 
ωrrespond嚣 to 扭， c, d, e, c', d', e飞 l} of Figure 3. 

By focussing on the intertwining of the maximal subalgebras of an 
orthomodular poset and then translati吨 into 出e orthogonality spa，ωwe 

are able, in certain instances, to create structurωtailored to pred制C必bed
criteria. We ilIustrat，章也is with an e脂mple of a quantum logic (9, .9') in 
which 9 is an orthomodular poset and 9' is a full but not strongly order 
det，苦rmining set of states; moreover 9' is sufficient. First, r饵all the 
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b d 

a C e g 
FiS.4 

6 
c e 

b 

a 9 
FiS. S 

meaning of the t串rmsfu泣， strongly order determinin怠. and su倍cient. A 
set of states f' on an orthomodular poset !l' isfull (or oráer determining) in 
侃部m(苟延 m(y) for all mef' impli邮 x < y; f' is strongly oráer áete,.. 

mining in c.仰 {mef'lm(x)=l}叫mef'1叫y)=l} 泊.plies x < y; f' is 
sufficient (or satisfies theprojectionpostulale) inω揭 forall non耐roxe!l'

there exists a (not necessarily unique) state me f' with m(x)= l. (Note 
that in Section 11 we defined < in such a way 也at f' was fu1l. Also, in 
Section 111, we eventually assume (Q9) that the set of states on Q is fu1l. 
S似use of Theorem 4.3 出ere is, in û邸， a stron副y order determining set 
ofstates on the resulting structure of Section N.) 
τ'he example is B豆ven in Figure 6. This is a diagram of an 0民hogonality

sp.邸e(义的. The corresponding 0民homodular poset may be obtained by 
the construction outlined above篝 byp邸si鸣也rou抽出怠础S∞iatedo础。

go烟lity graph (X, .1) and on to 由e poset !l' =!l'(汇丰). The detai1s of the 
ar伊ment that the structure has the required property appear in [23]. 

It is easy to 阳也就 ano础。modular poset wi由 as忧。ngly order de阳·
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Fig.6 

minmg 蹄t of stat嗣 f/ is in fact a quantum logic, i.e. f/ is full. We have 
just proven that the rever部 imp挝cation fails: There exists a quantum logic 
with a set of states which is (sufficient but) not strongly order determining. 
在Collings h槌 giv牵n an example of a怠。rthomodular lattice with a state 
space having 白.ese same proper位帆 The example, however, is too ∞'m

plicated to be given here. 
τhere exists [2S] an 0恼。modular poset 乌.lc with a distinguished ele

ment xePJ~ such that 叫:x) <jjk(O <j <均 for every s始te m on 与;
moreover PJ~ admits a full set of stat臼 if and only if扫:jjk. Th回阴阳

in a rather dramatic fashion that the axiom of su怨.ciency does not follow 
from the other axioms of a quantum 10.回c.

Combinatorial quantum logic is useful for reasons 0白er than axiomat
ics. For example, one can prove the fol1owing theorem using the ωmbi
natorial methods alluded to above and expounded in [22, 2S]. 
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U施。魁放 (8chrag). For any finite group G 油ere exists a q眼怠.tum logic 
(.fi', 9') such that 由e full automorphism group of .fi' is G. 
Theωmbinatorial approach has al铅 yielded results of a negative cha

racter. For example, consider Finkels始in's [20] very readable presenta
tion of what he calls a model quantum logic. Be~以nningwith a如ite 辅tof
entitics he constructs a structure which is ma白.ematically equivalent to a 
最nite orthocomplemented projective geomet叩 large enough to ∞ntai狼 at
l削t one plane, which, in tum, must be orthoωmplemented. But there 
exists a combinatorial argument, due to 民 B拙:r， that no such plane exists 
and therefore no such model quantum logic exists. This comment is not 
intended to be a criticism of Finkelstein's ca.refully pr，锯ented argument 
but se凹es only to point out, once 锦，ai鼠， that combi础torics can play部
important role in quantum logic. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion we wish to emphasize that quantum logic is not a closed 
subject. Although penetrating inve低igations have 加船 made there exists 
no universally acωpω:d theory. The basic framework has not be昭 estab

lished 始 the satisfaction of even a m句。rity of researchers. We feel that 
Jauch and Piro貌's 础iom A2 has not been sufficiently justi怠.ed; the prob
lem appears intri锦tely interwoven wi也 the phi1osophiω1 problem of 
what is meant by 'truth with certainty' in an empiri锦1 setting, with axiom 
(83) in the definition of state, and with the ‘ideal measurements of the 
first kind'. While in the Mackey-von Neumann presentation the axioms 
presented herein may be more easily accepted by som窑. in order toωm
plete 也is development it 叩伊挝s necessary to make the ad hoc axiom 
that the logic, in fact. is the usual Hilbert space structure. 

There are numerous lin蹈。f investigation which may provide insight 
into the sought-for underlying theory. We take this Opportunity to list 
fourdir民tions which we consider of prime impo抗ance:

(I) Provìde a physica1Iy m础ningful interpreta挝on for existing infima in 
a quantum logic. This. ofωurse， is one of Birkhoff and von Neumann's 
original suggestion队
〈均Provìde a ωm创tion betw侃n the structure of the state space and 

也at of the underlying logic. 
(3) Develop a general theo叩 of group representations on an abstract 

quantum logic. 
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(4) Explain the m础鼠ng of the word ‘logic' in the tit1e of this paI阳.
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